
MAGIC
3-YES

S P E N D S U A S I O N ™
C H E C K L I S T

Helps you get 'Yes' answers 
from clients, quick and early



Spendsuasion™
Forget uncomfortable pushy sales techniques, they no longer work. 

Spendsuasion™ is a simple process to follow, regardless of your experience. 
It's respectful and comfortably helps your clients happily spend more - so 

your clients get better results
and your salon or clinic turnover increases.

SPENDSUASION™ is a new communication style
 that increases the average client transaction within your Salon, Spa or Clinic.



Client Comfort Curve
The SPENDSUASION™Client Comfort Curve breaks down 

your client’s clinic journey, into 9 key phases.

Phase 1: 
Your client arrives at the clinic, sometimes feeling a bit apprehensive

 or even nervous about her treatment. 

Phase 2: 
Your client is greeted by the therapist and invited to

 come through to the treatment room

This is the time to secure your Magic 3-Yes





Magic 3-Yes

All it takes is 3 simple questions.
The questions you ask, need to be quick and easy to answer

 with just a 'Yes' and the Q&A must happen 
PRIOR to entering the treatment room.

It’s that easy!

Client's behaviour often changes when they step
 into your treatment room. Some are relaxed and clear

 on what they want, others are a bit erratic, nervous or rushed.

Regardless of the cause, it's important to re-frame their thoughts
 to be more accepting of your recommendations.

Doing that increases the chances of them 
happily saying 'Yes', by 52%



3-Yes Questions

Three suggested questions:

1.Hi, [name] is it?
2. Are you here for your [time]?

3. Would you like to come through?

The questions asked, must be CLOSED-ENDED questions
and ideally, answered with  a simple 'Yes'.



1-hour FREE training
www.spendsuasion.com.au

Like to double your treatments, add-on
services and retail, without having to sell?

Claim your spot now!

http://www.spendsuasion.com.au/


NEIL OSBORNE IS ON A MISSION

He wants to change the salon, spa and clinic industry’s
attitude to selling. He’s aiming to convert the view that

selling is pushy, into a deeper understanding that it’s
really just a conversation.

 
For over three decades, Neil has been a ground breaker

and leader in the hair, beauty and body industries. 
He now teaches salon brands and businesses how to

be empathetic and commercially clever.  

Neil teaches an industry-specific sales style that’s
different to other ‘generic’ sales trainers and mentors.
Built on decades of work within the industry, it’s non-

pressure, question-based and very persuasive. 
He’s now spreading the message, that asking and

listening gets you to ‘Yes’ more often, than pushing. 

He’s also helping brands, franchisers and franchisees
better understand their customers and creating

effective selling strategies and programs 
that persuade and connect with them.

THANK YOU

Neil Osborne
+61 419 233 439

neil@thesalescatalyst.com.au
www.thesalescatalyst.com.au

SPENDSUASION™ Training
Teaches your team the new way to get your clients to spend more. BOOK NOW


